
We affiliate ourselves with brands who promote a self-image 

that we either aspire to or that represents who we are.

Therefore those brands which can hold up a mirror for their 

customers will gain more traction and loyalty. 

Verizon Media, Getty Images and the National Disability 

Leadership Alliance have worked together to create The 

Disability Collection, a growing portfolio of stock images 

featuring disabled people. 

When searching for “deaf” within this collection, you gain access 

to 41 pages of images, all available for purchase.

This is super useful when looking to enhance your marketing 

campaigns and online content because you will appeal to a 

broader audience and attract the disability market; which is 

worth £249 billion in the UK, rising by an average of 14% per 

annum.

By showcasing deaf people purchasing products and services, 

it is more likely that other deaf people will associate with your 

brand, as their identity is being reflected and confirming that 

this is for them.

DID YOU KNOW THAT 22% OF THE UK POPULATION HAS A DISABILITY? 
Yet disabled people appear in less than 2% of the images that we see in the media.

CHANGING HOW THE 
WORLD SEES DISABILITY, 
ONE PHOTO AT A TIME 

LET’S REMEMBER: 

People don’t buy what you do, they buy why you do it.



BEING THE 
ONLY ONE IN 
THE OFFICE

“US research found that 61% of people felt that they could not be themselves at work.”

This was based upon being the “only…” and feeling like an outsider; when you would like to 

be just like everybody else. 

Dolly Chugh recently wrote about this in the New York Times – 

explaining that as a minority in a group, you often stand out and 

are praised for your successes concerning your status/identity, 

rather than this being about who you are and your innate 

abilities.

She explained that this was the case whether it be gender, race, 

sexual identity or something else – and here we would add 

disability.

Considering that 3.9 million/51.7% of people with disabilities were 

in employment as of 17 May 2019 – it’s essential to recognise 

that disabled people are, in fact, no longer a minority within the 

workforce.

Being the “only” deaf person in the workplace brings not only 

that sense of being different from colleagues and peers but the 

added challenge of not being able to hear everything that is 

going on in the surrounding environment.

These challenges frequently result in deaf team members not 

having access to what is happening in the business they are 

working for, leading to lost opportunities of promotion and 

progression and more importantly, it can lead to isolation.

In the Reaching Deaf Minds research project, they undertook 

interviews and gathered deaf people’s experiences in the 

workplace.  Here are some of the comments:

“I don’t know how my colleagues think or feel at work – can’t 

access conversations with them enough.” 

“Don’t share personal life or comments; they (hearing staff 

members) tell me all their stuff, but cannot understand any of 

my replies, so everything is a one-way street.”

“I have never been happy at work for one day of my twenty-odd 

years in the job. I have never felt I am one of them.”

There is a clear sense of alienation, separation and no sense of 

belonging with colleagues.

SO... 
...the key here is to be quite simplistic about it! Treat 

people how you would like to be treated.  If you notice that 

a colleague is withdrawing from situations at work, seek 

to include them.  Really consider how you communicate 

in the workplace and if you have deaf team members, 

make sure that they are included in all communication; 

whether that be formal meetings, reviews, presentations 

- and even chatting around the coffee machine. These 

seemingly small things lead to building relationships and 

creating a sense of belonging that’s important to us all, 

deaf or not.



INSPIRING QUOTES OF THE MONTH

“The first step in exceeding your customer’s 

expectations is to know those expectations.”

Roy H Williams

“Highly engaged employees make 

the customer experience. Disengaged 

employees break it” 

Timothy R Clark

“It’s not our differences that divide us.  It’s our inability to recognise, accept, and celebrate those 

differences”

Audra Lordes

A STORY FROM VICTORIA: 

I recently came across an article in the Belfast Telegraph 

that told of a deaf couple’s experience when getting 

married. 

The two duty managers at their wedding venue, Roe Park 

Resort, decided to undertake some free local sign language 

training in preparation for the couple’s big day so that they 

had the “wedding of their dreams”.

Here is what the happy couple had to say:

“We were so impressed that the staff at Roe Park had gone to 

so much effort on our special day and made all our guests feel 

included.

“Roe Park Resort is a great example of a business that is doing 

more to support people with disabilities - sometåhing which 

we both feel businesses in Northern Ireland could improve 

upon.

“We loved that the staff were all so eager to test out their 

training and would like to thank them for going the extra mile 

to ensure our day was amazing.”

The couple also arranged a Sign Language Interpreter to 

ensure that they had access to the ceremony and speeches.

I know from my experience of being involved in the 

preparation and the celebrations of many deaf friends’ 

weddings that communication can be really tricky. But also 

so important because it’s one of those life experiences where 

you want to be able to relax as much as possible and enjoy the 

day.

What Roe Park Resort did was a fantastic way to remove any 

extra anxiety the couple might have had on the day, helping 

to make it the best day of their lives.



ONLINE DEAF CUSTOMER JOURNEY: 
NOT JUST AN ‘ACCESSIBILITY’ PAGE

Something that’s all too common amongst businesses and service providers is 

the decision to gather all information relating to disabled customers and placing 

this on a page called ‘Accessibility’; as this would be much easier to find for the 

customer, right?

However, when deaf people are searching websites, they are browsing the same way as you or I would, 

looking for product and service information that is relevant for them.  

Popular phrases used are ‘Access’ or ‘Accessibility’, but this is not a term that would be recognised or used 

by all of your audience when searching for relevant information for them.

Deaf people who use British Sign Language (BSL) as their first or preferred language would be familiar 

with the terms ‘access’ and ‘accessibility’ – as these are words that are commonly used when talking 

about having access to a Sign Language Interpreter, being able to access a service, or there being access 

issues.

However, those with a hearing loss would not think to search using this word.

This means that you may be placing information for deaf customers on just one page and risking your 

customer not seeing what is highly relevant for them.

So, you could be doing a great job at providing a level of service that works for this customer group; but 

they just wouldn’t know about it!

There’s no reason why information cannot be delivered at the same time and in the same way as it would 

be for a wider audience.

Much of the consideration needs to be about contact options and making these readily available 

throughout the customer’s online journey.  This acts as a reassurance that if they choose to do business 

with you, and should they need to get in touch – the options for contacting you are clear and appropriate. 

Deaf customers are unlikely to buy products and services from a business they can’t find an easy way to 

contact, so we can’t stress this point enough. It needs careful consideration and focus.  

Both deaf people and those with a hearing loss, refer to themselves in varied terms, so you will need to 

ensure that all of these terms are well represented within your content.



ONLINE DEAF CUSTOMER JOURNEY: 
NOT JUST AN ‘ACCESSIBILITY’ PAGE

HERE’S A SELECTION OF THOSE TERMS:
Deaf

Hearing Loss

Hard of Hearing

Hearing-impaired

BSL

British Sign Language

Sign Language

We would recommend that you include words through the content rather than put everything on 
one ‘access’ page. 

Conduct searches on your website using the same terms above and see how much relevant 

information you can find 

Take a really good look at your current Accessibility page, and filter some information 
throughout the rest of your website 

Consider where you can add in contact options through the online journey to inform a deaf 

customer’s buying decision

HERE ARE SOME QUICK WINS TO MAKE A START ON 
CREATING A WORLD-CLASS DEAF ONLINE EXPERIENCE:



PAVING THE WAY TO WORLD-CLASS 
DEAF ACCESS TO THE ARTS
The Royal Albert Hall is iconic and has at the heart of its mission 

“Bringing life-enriching, unforgettable experiences to all”.

They hold 390 events in the main auditorium each year, 867 

events beyond the main stage and they issue more than 1.66 

million tickets annually. Within this, over 195,000 participants 

are reached through Education & Outreach work.

Part of this Outreach work included a concert suitable for 

children and adults with Autism, sensory and communication 

impairments and learning disabilities as well as individuals who 

are deaf, hard of hearing. Blind and partially sighted.

Now in its third year, this 1 hour and 15-minute concert by the 

BBC Philharmonic Orchestra included excerpts from Swan 

Lake, with storytelling by Carrie and David Grant (TV Presenters), 

followed by Rachmaninov’s Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini 

with a pianist as an accompaniment.

Flo Schroeder, Education & Outreach Manager for the Royal 

Albert Hall, relayed how terptree has been involved with this 

exciting event from the start.

Flo said that not only did terptree provide four interpreters for 

the event, but Victoria Williams, Founder of terptree, attended 

the initial meeting about the project to advise the Royal Albert 

Hall on the best way to market the event to all of the audience 

groups.

“Before we embarked on the project, a colleague 

of mine was contacted by terptree regarding the 

communication support they can provide, so when 

we were looking for someone to help us with the BSL 

interpretation support for the event, everything fell into 

place.

Part of the content of the BBC prom had already been 

interpreted into BSL, and we needed interpreters for 

the event itself, so terptree’s contact came exactly at the 

right time.”

“Victoria was extremely helpful in working with us, 

and she gave us ideas on things to consider in terms of 

the whole customer journey. This included everything 

from marketing the event to the deaf community, to 

ensuring the ‘front of house’ was deaf-friendly.”

Flo went on to say “As this was the first time we had carried out 

such a project, there was a steep learning curve for everyone 

involved in the project. Under Victoria’s expert guidance, we 

worked through each of the different phases of the customer 

journey and terptree definitely exceeded our expectations of the 

support we had commissioned for the Prom”.

When asked if the Royal Albert Hall would use terptree again, 

Flo whole-heartedly agreed. “If ever we run a similar event, we 

would definitely use terptree and we would recommend them 

to anyone one who was requiring support for performances 

and shows. The support we got from terptree was more than 

providing BSL interpretation for the event and everyone who 

came thoroughly enjoyed themselves.”



GIVING BACK TO SIGN 
LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS 
ACROSS THE GLOBE

If you are interested in finding out more, please do 
email us at support@terptree.co.uk. 

I had a like-minded experience last year when I attended 

a global conference in London and saw a Sign Language 

Interpreter working.  During one of the breaks, I 

approached her to say “Hi”, and she introduced herself as 

Talya Shemer, from Israel.  We spent the time sharing our 

working experiences which led me to understand what a 

lack of training and resources they have access to and that 

she was having to source materials herself for her work as 

a Lecturer (a truly committed Interpreter Trainer).

Back in July, I was one of the 50+ British delegates at the 

World Association of Sign Language Interpreters (WASLI) 

2019 conference in Paris.

What I was really interested in learning about was the Sign 

Language Interpreting profession across the globe, especially 

in the developing world – to gain insight into the variance of 

provision and development.

I have always felt that as a profession, knowledge could easily be 

shared with other countries – using our combined information 

to support the furthering of the global profession to benefit Sign 

Language Interpreters and, ultimately, deaf people.

One presentation that stood out for me was by two Kenyan 

Sign Language Interpreters.  It was interesting to learn about 

the actions they’re taking to ‘professionalise’ the profession; as 

currently there is no real consistency in how Sign Language 

Interpreting Services are provided.  

Their presentation was fuelled by passion, and at the end there 

was quite a gathering of people off stage wanting to take 

conversations further, me being one of them!

We are so privileged here in the UK, having access to 

training, professional standards and, more importantly, a 

selection of legislation that allows deaf people the right to 

access information in a way that suits them.

The ladies collected a handful of business cards and 

contact details after their presentation, and this got me 

thinking of Collective Action.  There is a whole range of 

Interpreters, membership organisations and Businesses 

working in the Industry – who have knowledge and 

experience that, when shared, could quite literally, change 

the world.

Experiences like these have shaped my belief about how vital 

this Collective Action is and if these small interactions between 

individuals can have this impact – can you imagine what this 

would look like on a global scale.

Here, I pledge our commitment to making this happen – 

connecting the right people to use our knowledge and expertise.

We will be working alongside several stakeholders and WASLI 

to gather research, training materials and guidance to share 

with Sign Language Interpreters across the world to further the 

profession and better support deaf people.

I left the conversation offering to share all our training 

materials and, over the past year, we have kept in touch. 

Throughout this time Talya has shared the impact this 

has had not only on her but on her students.  We were 

reunited at the WASLI Conference, where she was excited 

to have the opportunity to meet Robert Lee – whom she 

respects and admires very much and follows his work 

avidly. 



TERPTREE IS CHANGING  
THE WORLD FOR DEAF  
PEOPLE, FIND OUT HOW…

With a mission to Change the World for Deaf People, terptree supports some of the largest global 
brands and public services affecting change by creating a world-class deaf customer experience.

INTERESTED IN ATTRACTING MORE DEAF CUSTOMERS?
CONTACT VICTORIA TODAY TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN  
CREATE A WORLD CLASS DEAF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:

01635 728 001   |   hello@terptree.co.uk   |   www.terptree.co.uk

BSL/ENGLISH INTERPRETING:

An interpreter ensures that deaf and hearing 

people can communicate with one another. 

This could be for team meetings, a job interview 

or to provide a deaf person access to a service. If 

you need highly skilled Sign Language Interpreters, 

our team are on hand to find the most suitable 

Interpreter for your needs; making it easy for both 

you and the deaf person you are working with.

AUDIT:

We will work with you collaboratively to analyse 

how you serve deaf customers and those with a 

hearing loss across your business. 

We look at current practice; conducting a gap 

analysis and making recommendations for future 

strategic direction. Once we have undertaken this 

thorough audit process, you receive a detailed 

report 

An implementation plan will support you in making 

the small changes that will have a considerable 

impact. You will also receive recommendations for 

how you can take things to the next level.

DEAF AWARENESS TRAINING 

Whether you have a deaf team member, or you 

would like to make what you offer to your deaf 

customers a much more inclusive experience, 

face-to-face or online deaf awareness training from 

terptree is the perfect solution. 

Our team will work with you to identify the learning 

outcomes and create a schedule for deaf awareness 

training within your business or organisation.

CONSULTANCY: 

Whether you are looking to ensure consistency 

in deaf customer experience across the business, 

create a winning marketing strategy to target deaf 

customers specifically; or help with positioning 

in the deaf community; terptree can help! We 

work with key members of your team to focus 

on identified projects. With any of the work 

we undertake, we leave your business with a 

comprehensive implementation plan for your team 

to action as well as the expert knowledge and 

accompanying guidance that is needed. 


